
Multi-layer security 
The computer environment where classified data needs to be processed grows increasingly com-
plex. Ever so often, desktop environments need to be equipped with multiple desktop computers to 
handle separate security domains in a controlled fashion, leading to  increased costs for managing 
and maintaining several computer systems in a single workspace.     

The Modulus MPC counters this problem by integrating four complete PC computer units into a 
single, manageable workstation unit.  

High Assurance
A multi-layer computer must take high-assurance end-to-end security design aspects into account in 
order to be qualified for government use. To begin with, the Modulus MPC has a TEMPEST-shielded 
enclosure, including secure power-line filtering, individual fiberoptic interfaces and individual, hard-
ware-coded, removable hard drives for each computing zone. Modulus MPC integrates a securi-
ty-evaluated switching function between the four zones.

Compact Design
The Modulus MPC is hosted in an enclosure smaller and lighter than traditional desktop systems. 
Modulus MPC has mounting options for marine deployment,19-inch rack fixtures or standard desk-
top use. 
 

Green & silent 
Modulus MPC makes use of ultra-low power components to ensure energy-saving operation and a 
minimum of noise and heat dissipation. 
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Function    Performance description

Device Type    4-zone, multi-layer TEMPEST PC

PC specification    4 x Intel-based 1.6 GHz dual-core (optional quad-core)   

    4  GB RAM (8 GB with quad-core VIA CPU option) 

    4 x 2.5’’ SSD or HDD hardware-coded removable drives  

    (flagstone compatible)

KVM switching function    Integrated, 4-zone dynamically selectable, one button for each zone.  

    Dutch NCSA evaluated.  

USB    4 x USB (one per computing zone)  

    USB Type 2 or D9 options depending on TEMPEST classification level 

Networking    4 x fiberoptic FX-SC/ST 100 MBit network interfaces

Power consumption    Internal 5V operation, 50 - 125 W.  

Dimensions (W x D x H)    370 mm x 376 mm x 126 mm     

Weight    10.4 Kg      

Enclosure features 

Access protection    Lockable door, hardware coded HDD bays 

Cooling     Active cooling via individual back-plane  

    mounted silent fans and optimised air-flow  

    design. Externally serviceable vents 

 

Mounting options     Rack-mount brackets (19’’), desktop mounting studs  

    (naval application)

TEMPEST 
TEMPEST versions    NATO SDIP-27 Level A, NATO SDIP-27 Level B  

    EU IASG 03-04 Level A and Level B   
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